LUXURY VINYL | CARPET | HARDWOOD | LAMINATE

RIDGELINE COLLECTION

5mm thick Luxury Vinyl with Micro-Beveled Edges and an Attached Premium Pad

CHCW330V Alpine
CHCW933V Summit
CHCW1351V Vista
CHCW1500V Viewpoint
CHCW1370V Terra
CHCW263V Talus
CHCW2240V Dillon*
CHCW2241V Raylan*
CHCW2242V Holliday*
CHCW2243V Eastwood*

SPECIFICATIONS

**Alpine, Summit, Vista, Viewpoint, Terra & Talus:**
- **Dimensions:** 5mm thick overall x 7” wide x 48” length
- **Packaging:** 25.27 sf/ctn, 55 ctn/pal, 1390 sf/plt

**Dillon, Raylan, Holliday & Eastwood:**
- **Dimensions:** 5mm thick overall x 7” wide x 48.5” length
- **Packaging:** 23.66 sf/ctn, 55 ctn/pal, 1301.3 sf/plt

- **Finish:** 12mil Polyurethane Wear Layer
- **Profile:** 4-Sided Micro-Beveled Edges + 1mm attached premium pad
- **Installation:** TightLock (angle/tap)
- **Recommended Cleaner:** FreshFloors by WF Taylor
- **Warranty:** 25yr Residential, 5yr Light Commercial/Multi-Family

**BENEFITS**
- Not affected by sunlight and/or humidity!
- No acclimation required (if not exposed to extreme temps)
- No unsightly transition mouldings required for rooms under 6400 sf
- 10x more indentation resistant than standard EVC products
- Attached pad provides sound deadening qualities in excess of 65 IIC/STC

**Installation Fast Facts:**
- Radiant Heat: Approved (Hydro Systems ONLY)
- Acclimation: not required (if not exposed to extreme temps)
- Recommended Room Temp: 0°F - 140°F after install
- Expansion Space: 1/4” gap
- Transitions required in rooms exceeding 6400 sf
- Transitions not required through doorways
- Inspect flooring prior to installation
- Use floor protection for furniture

Read Complete Instructions Before Installing

Additional Specifications, Full Installation Instructions & Warranty Information Available Online

www.tasflooring.com | a division of TA supply company, inc.
ATTENTION: The rustic colors (Dillon, Raylan, Holliday, and Eastwood) have special characteristics that affect installation. These characteristics may not be featured on samples, so please review the below graphic and image to understand the multiple plank pattern visuals in this collection.

Plan your layout ahead. Stagger the end joints and avoid placing 2 identical planks next to each other in order to achieve a random and natural look. See example below.